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Customer training can support the safe 
and effective use of BD products, issue 
awareness, and clinical practice training 
and may include a number of methods and 
channels as described here. Customer 
training does not include product 
promotions.

Introduction
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This Customer Training Playbook is intended to provide guidance for BD businesses and 
regions to implement and successfully use the BD selected learning management 
system to support customer training and learning journeys. A learning journey is a 
designed learning experience that occurs over a period of time and involves a series of 
different learning elements and modalities to help facilitate adults learning. The different 
modalities include but are not limited to video, online modules, links to webinars 
delivered by key opinion leaders, augmented reality, on demand and just-in-time 
learning. This playbook will support how to sunset an existing LMS, the support model for 
the selected LMS, how to develop a learning content strategy, how to create roadmaps 
for regional implementation readiness, set up internal and external communications to 
support adoption of the system and content, and measure success.

The learning journey should closely align with the goals and challenges facing the 
learner and be aligned to business objectives.

Introduction

5
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Sunsetting current learning 
management system

6
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This chapter includes information on what to do when it has been determined the 
current customer-facing LMS will be replaced with the selected BD-approved 
standardized LMS.

How to sunset your existing learning management system 
This chapter will cover your current LMS contractual agreements, communication 
planning and decisions you will need to make for user record migration to sunset your 
existing LMS. Anticipate a large amount of detailed planning and coordination. 
Be sure you and your team thoroughly understand your current LMS contractual 
agreements and expiration dates and work closely with the global LMS platform owner 
on the roadmap to secure a mutual date you will implement the BD-approved LMS 
and sunset your existing LMS. 

Sunsetting current learning 
management system

7
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Begin by locating your current LMS platform 
contracts and expiration to ensure you 
understand if there are any penalties if you 
terminate early. If you choose to terminate 
early, your business will need to budget for any 
associated penalties. You can avoid early 
termination penalties by planning your 
transition to the BD-approved LMS based on 
your current LMS contract expiration and terms. 
Locating your current contract/SOW and any 
third-party vendor service agreements/contracts 
for your existing LMS can sometimes be 
challenging. A good place to start is with your 
procurement team. Based on experience, this 
can take 1–3 weeks.

Existing LMS contract analysis

8
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• Do you have a copy of your current LMS contract/SOW?
• Do you have a copy of any third-party vendor contracts that support your current LMS?
• What is the contract expiry date? 
• Are there any penalties if you prematurely break the contract? 
• What is the annual spend of current LMS contract?  
• Is it structured or limited by the number of people accessing the system on a 
monthly/yearly basis or the number of content pieces accessed?
• What is the cost for third-party vendor contract (e.g., any existing service and support 
contracts)?
• What is the current number of LMS active users in your current LMS system?
• How many people do you currently have registered in your current LMS system?

Existing LMS contract key business 
questions to consider:

9
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Having a detailed communication plan for 
the transition to the new BD-approved LMS 
will enable your internal and external 
stakeholders to have a positive customer 
experience. Your plan should include how you 
will reach your active users, when you will 
need to communicate and what you will 
communicate. Some users may want to print 
out their user certificates and there may be a 
need for users to claim any continuing 
education (CE) credits in advance of shutting 
down the current LMS. Include detailed 
instructions on how they will access the new 
system and when they will access the new 
system and who to contact if there are any 
issues.

Communication planning

10
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• How does the communications plan articulate the desired communication 
strategy for transition to the BD-approved LMS: audience, message, 
frequency, communication vehicles, etc.? 
• What activities and tactics will allow you to reach your target audience 
and drive the critical behaviors needed for success?
• How do the message elements and execution vary by customer segment? 
• How should we leverage digital marketing?
• How should we disproportionately invest across these activities and tactics 
to ensure we are driving key behaviors with key target segments?
• What is the timing for each planned communication? 

Key communications plan 
questions to consider:

11
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You can use the template below or develop one to track your communication plan. 
Best practice is to implement your first set of communications 3 months prior to go-live of the 
new LMS and sunsetting of your existing LMS. You should continue to communicate and message 
every communication channel over the 3-month period. Consider coming-soon messaging and 
here-is-what-is-going-to-happen (i.e., anticipation type messages). One week before you go-live, 
you should have targeted emails ready to send to your customers with the new URL, their 
username and password, and date and time they can access the new system. Communicate, go 
live with the new LMS and sunset existing LMS.

Key communications plan 
questions to consider:

12

Priority Communication material Channel Audience(s) Date Status Owner

1 Title e.g., Customers 00/00/2020 Not started TBD

2 Title e.g., Sales 00/00/2020 Not started TBD

3 Title e.g., Marketing 00/00/2020 Not started TBD

4 Title e.g., Customer Service 00/00/2020 Not started TBD

5 Title e.g., Technical Service 00/00/2020 Not started TBD

6 Title xx 00/00/2020 Not started TBD
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A key concern for transition is that training should not be interrupted during the 
LMS transition. Your detailed project plan should include a risk and contingency plan to 
address any risk associated with sunsetting your existing LMS.  
A best practice is to pick an end date for assigning courses in the old LMS. You will 
want to allow sufficient time for learners to complete the course (30 days from 
assignment date should be sufficient). Make sure that students have completed all 
training and close registration to any new training in the existing LMS system right 
before turning it off.  You can allow users to take training up until the last day and cut 
over all at once to the new system. Include a warning in your old LMS with the date you 
are shutting off the LMS system, and alert learners they need to complete any given 
courses by the cutover time. You then will need to transfer any completed transcript 
entries that occurred during cutover and import them into the new system.

Safeguarding against interruption 
of training during LMS transition

13
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• Are you going to transfer all historical training records? If not, how far back should 
you go? 
• Do you need to integrate data from existing legacy systems into the new LMS? 
• Will you use automated data transfer tools or will you need to manually load user 
data?
• Are there any new requirements that you need to track or update? 
• At a minimum, experts recommend backing up all user data, including profiles and 
transcripts. Consider two important factors:
– Is it legally required, and (2) does it negatively impact customer relations?
–Has the training courses and usage history been backed up?

Key transition plan questions 
to consider:

14
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• Older data unrelated to course completions is less crucial to migrate. For example: 
The old LMS might have an email or messaging system. Instead of transferring all 
messages, it may be acceptable to target just those that are one year old or less.
• Sometimes the fields in an existing database do not correctly populate into the new 
database. Test everything.
• Be sure to do a content audit (cross reference: content audit) of the existing courses 
and migrate only relevant content to the new LMS.
• Do you need an overlap period that will allow you to redirect users to the old learning 
management system, should a critical error occur with the new LMS?
• Did you consult with GPDR and privacy for your region for user data migration? 
• Do you have the proper opt-in to communicate with your customers?

Key transition plan questions 
to consider:

15
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You need to determine how much user data and how many user records you need to 
migrate to the new LMS system. Size and scope will determine how much time it will 
take. If your current LMS has been utilized for a long time, you will want to focus on 
only relevant certificates and completion records. The user authentication process and 
registration need to be cleanly transferred to the new system. Your cutover plan will 
determine the clean break for the new and old system.

During your user acceptance testing, you will have your historical data records in the 
new system. Ensure you can find your users with standard searches and match what 
you have in the old system. Successful testing will give you a high confidence level, 
meaning your data has successfully been migrated.

Data and user record migration

16
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• How much of the historical data must be migrated 
from your current system and how many years of 
data history do you need to keep?
• What is obsolete and does not have to be 
migrated?
• How much training history do your customers 
need?
• Is the new user authentication process and 
registration process clearly defined for your 
customers?

Key data and user record 
migration questions

17
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Use this checklist to make sure you have a realistic understanding
of what is required to sunset your existing LMS.

Sunsetting current LMS Checklist

18

Checklist

Existing LMS contract

q Complete contract audit for current LMS (expiration, penalties, annual cost) 

q Complete a contract audit for existing service and support (expiration, penalties, annual cost)

q Total number of people registered in current LMS is (insert #)

q Number of current active users in LMS (insert #)

Communication planning

q Detailed communication plan by channel, by audience, timing 

Transition plan

q Back up user data, profiles and transcripts

q Back up training courses and usage history

q Content audit (only migrate relevant content)

q Consult with GPDR and privacy
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Content audit 

19
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This chapter will guide you to assess existing customer training content and 
determine what is ready to be placed on the LMS.

To ensure your region/business is prepared to reap the benefits of customer access 
and learning from LMS activation, it is important to ensure the content being placed 
on the LMS is relevant. A content audit will help your region/business organize the 
customer education materials you may already have developed, identify those that 
are LMS-ready, and to identify any content gaps or content remediation efforts 
required.

To complete a content audit, the process outlined below may be followed. It is 
recommended to begin the content audit 3–4 months before LMS activation to ensure 
adequate time for content sorting and remediation.

Content audit

20
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Process overview

21

Collect Collect a list of all training and education (T&E) content across the global 
business/region

Audit Audit content for viability based on branding, expiration, approval status

Identify content Identify content that is: 1. ready to stand up today, 2. would require 
some work (30–45 days), 3. requires significant rework (45+ days)

Assess Assess content based to determine if we are ready in part or whole to 
go-live on LMS platform (by product area, region, etc)

Collect Collect actual assets for further assessment by core team

Identify gaps Identify gaps and remediation plan in T&E content

To complete a content audit, the process outlined below may be followed. 
It is recommended to begin the content audit 3–4 months before LMS 
activation to ensure adequate time for content sorting and remediation.
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Training and education content is defined as external customer training content 
(not promotional materials like brochures, customer presentations or IFUs).

Primary filter criteria to assess content readiness are as follows.
1. Brand compliance

a. Is the content BD brand compliant?

2. Expiration
a. Is the content expired? When does this content expire?

3. Approval
a. What approval process (Legal, Medical, Regulatory) has the content been vetted through? 

(Reference: E-learning project models to consider for more detail)

Process overview

22
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Content that passes through the primary filter criteria can then be assessed 
for the following:
4. Clinical practice guidelines compliant

a. Does the content reference or reflect latest, region-relevant industry clinical guidelines? 
Is the material product-specific or for clinical-practice training?

5. Language(s)
a. What languages is it available in? Does this satisfy the needs of the region(s)?

6. Format
a. What document format is the training in? 

7. Access
a. Is the content currently being used/accessed by customers? If not, why not? (Does content 

need to be remediated or does delivery mechanism/promotion need to be remediated?)
b. Would you want to “gate” for certain customers only? Should this content be available to 

anyone (customer or noncustomers) or should it be reserved for specific groups? 

Process overview

23
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8. Tagging
a. What type of customer does it serve (helps to organize and tag content by user type)?
b. Are there continuing education (CEU) credits associated with this (helps to organize and tag 

content)?
c. Does the provision of CEU credits require us to charge the customer (helps to understand 

which content needs to tie to e-commerce capabilities)?

9. Learning path
a. Is it/Can it be part of a learning path (combined as a package with other content)? 
b. This could be valuable in helping us develop learning curriculum by topic/clinical practice, 

rather than offering one-off e-learning assets/modules. 

10.Webinars
a. Identify if the content is a) BD generated or association sponsored, b) a link to view the 

webinar, and c) is the presenter an external KOL or internal BD subject matter expert

Process overview

24
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For additional webinar information, please refer (or link) to webinar playbook
Content may be assessed for readiness to place on the LMS by the following categories:
– Score = 1, ready to implement today
– Score = 2, will require 30–45 days to remediate content (e.g., renew approval for expired content)
– Score = 3, will require 45+ days to remediate content (e.g., content requires updating and new 

approvals)

A review of business objectives and corresponding content should be completed to 
identify content gaps. Remediation plans for missing content or content that scores 
a 2 or 3 in readiness assessments must be determined based on who owns the content, 
if and how the content aligns with business objectives, and resource availability to 
build/remediate the content. 

Process overview

25
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Support model

26
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This chapter will describe the different 
levels of support required for customers 
using the LMS and associated resource 
planning required.

For each instance of the selected LMS, there 
will need to be a support plan in place to 
answer customer’s questions regarding the 
selected LMS platform.

Support model

27
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• BD enterprise platform owner
– Ultimately accountable for the selected LMS platform
– Ensures platform alignment with the business strategy, roadmap and platform

– Owns the relationship and communication with the vendor

• Region platform administrator
– Owners of the platform for a specific regional instance of the LMS

Owners of the support

28
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• Regional business unit (BU) administrator
– Owners of the platform for a specific business within a region
– Controls enrollment when not automated

– This role should have been identified during the LMS implementation. These roles require 
specific training on how to use the LMS software. 

– If the content is part of a larger curriculum or training program, the regional business unit 
administrator system may need to prepare the LMS for the content upload, such as generating 
a new group or enrollment tier.

– Uploads the course content and assets to the LMS
– Serves as a gatekeeper to ensure that the content loaded on the LMS meets our training and 

brand standards

– Can make changes to some of the course elements as needed using content authoring tools 
– Reviews the content to make sure all of the click interactions are working. They should test on 

multiple devices to ensure responsiveness in the content features is also working.

Owners of the support

29
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• Content creators (internal and external)
–These content creators can be internal to BD or external vendors. In either case, they would be 
required to resolve any issue with a course that they created.  

–Reference “Aligning skills and roles to a learning framework” for more detail.

Owners of the support

30

Note: An associate may be assigned multiple roles depending on the business or regional needs.

BD enterprise platform owner

Regional platform owner

Regional BU 
administrator 

Content creators

Regional BU 
administrator 

Content creators

Regional platform owner

Regional BU 
administrator 

Content creators

Regional BU 
administrator 

Content creators
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• Level 0 - Automation and self-service 
used to support customers.
–Password resets (automated)
–FAQs
–Step-by-step reference guides to be provided 
in local languages needed 

Levels of support

31

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Tier 0

Platform or system performance 
issues that requires contracting 
the LMS vendor

Handles complex issues that 
require more technical support

Solving basic issues, answering 
general questions

Customer self-service support
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• Level 1 - This level resolves basic repetitive 
issues such as account information updates. 
This level of support should be handled by the 
regional BU administrators.
–Didn’t get credit for a completed course
–Unable to print a certificate
–Can’t access an assigned course

Resource required 

–Each instance of selected LMS will have its own 
email address assigned by IT. All system admins 
and business unit administrators will have access 
to the mailbox. 
–When to escalate, how captured
–Regional administrator network
–Local resource/Local language

Levels of support

32

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Tier 0

Platform or system performance 
issues that requires contracting 
the LMS vendor

Handles complex issues that 
require more technical support

Solving basic issues, answering 
general questions

Customer self-service support
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• Level 2 handles more complex issues that 
require more technical support, like the 
platform is down, system-wide/multiperson
issue accessing content. The regional platform 
owners or regional BU administrators should 
handle this level of support.
–Platform issue – e.g., LMS didn’t start, website 
down, system-wide/multiperson issue accessing 
content
–May or may not be the same resource as Level 1 
support; could be a business “owner”
–Coordinates and troubleshoots issue with courses 
involving the content creators for issue resolution 
(e.g., course failing to load or looking into long 
buffering times due to inadequate bandwidth or lack 
of compression in the files).
–How to receive, when to escalate, how captured
• Local resource/Local language

Levels of support

33

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Tier 0

Platform or system performance 
issues that requires contracting 
the LMS vendor

Handles complex issues that 
require more technical support

Solving basic issues, answering 
general questions

Customer self-service support
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• Level 3 uses the BD enterprise platform 
owner to resolve platform or system 
performance issues that requires contacting 
selected LMS; ticket entry w/ selected LMS.
–Platform issue that requires contacting selected 
LMS; ticket entry w/ selected LMS
–Request can be made by any level admin to the 
BD enterprise platform owner to resolve

–How to receive, when to escalate, how captured
–When to reach out to selected LMS

–Address/Escalate issues regarding payment of 
courses (apply refunds if needed)  

Levels of support

34

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Tier 0

Platform or system performance 
issues that requires contracting 
the LMS vendor

Handles complex issues that 
require more technical support

Solving basic issues, answering 
general questions

Customer self-service support
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The system admin will need to set up the support and install procedures in alignment 
with the level of customer support and available resources.
• Customer FAQ/Customer troubleshooting guide for customer to self-support and improve 

efficiency/reduce call volume will be available centrally on the selected LMS team site. This is where 
system admin and business unit administrators will collect and reference FAQs and maintain the 
troubleshooting guide.

• The internal troubleshooting flowchart of what needs to be escalated to whom, when, recommended 
resolution time is located on the selected LMS team site.

• Admin onboarding document is located on the selected LMS team site
• Instructions for customer
• How does customer create an account? 
• How to log in if account has already been created
• Quick reference card for customers

–Access training history
– Print certificate
–How to access from mobile device
–Download app 

Support systems planning

35
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Content strategy/Link to web strategy

36
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Training can be divided into two categories: internal and external. Internal 
training is intended for BD associates, and external training is designed to serve 
customers and external stakeholders. From there, training can be separated by 
ownership, with BD owning and developing trainings with a universal footprint, and 
the business unit or product platforms owning trainings that require regionalization or 
niche product knowledge.

External training can be divided into product training and clinical practice training. 
Product training is designed to increase product adoption and product utilization; 
whereas clinical practice training is intended to drive best practice and advance 
clinical technique to assist with market shaping. For a more detailed look at learning 
categorization, review the following graphic.

Internal vs. external training

37
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Internal vs. external training

38

Compliance

• SOPs
•HR

• Sexual harassment
• Legal

•GDPR
• Sunshine

Training goal: Record 
keeping and culture 
building

Proficiency

• BD Way of Marketing
• GPDS Process

• BD Way of Selling
• Degreed

Training goal: Career 
growth and executional 
proficiency

Readiness

• SET Training
• Clinical

• Territory managers
• Role-specific onboarding

• Product launch training
• Software implementation 
training

• Awareness for market 
dynamic shifts

Training goal: Sales 
enablement

Product

• Feature-benefit training
• Product-specific practice 
changes
• HEOR models impacted by 
introduction of a product
• Case studies demonstrating 
success of a product

• Introduction of 
contemporary literature 
(product specific)

Training goal: Increase 
product adoption and 
utilization

Clinical

• Demonstrating clinical 
practice

• Demonstrating guideline-
driven best practices

• Showcasing evidence-based 
medicine
• Introduction of 
contemporary literature 
(category specific)

• Access to in-servicing tools

Training goal: Drive best 
practice and advance 
technique for market 
shaping

Training

Internal External

This chapter is designed to help you consider how and where your external training 
program fits into the BD content strategy. 
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BD is transforming the way we market 
and interact with our customers by 
increasing our digital footprint and 
leveraging an omnichannel marketing 
strategy. An omnichannel experience is a 
multichannel approach to marketing, 
selling, and serving customers in a way that 
creates an integrated and cohesive 
customer experience no matter how or 
where a customer reaches out.

39

Transformation 
to digital
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E-learning and training will need to seamlessly integrate into the overall 
customer experience through brand execution and quality content delivery. 
BD customers will exhibit different behaviors and take different paths across our 
omnichannel environment. When developing training, the key is to identify the goals 
customers are trying to achieve and align them with your training goals. The following 
list is an example of customer goals that might drive them to begin a series of digital 
or in-person queries:
• Increase proficiency
• Reduce risk
• Reduce costs
• Improve patient satisfaction
• Improve patient outcomes
• Increase safety
• Ensure compliance with governing bodies
• Increase reimbursements
• Assess best practice for protocol development
• Drive compliance with evidence-based practice

Transformation to digital

40
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Brand awareness

Problem identification

Investigate solutions

Assess satisfaction of needs, requirements

Justify and quantify value, internal buy-in

Transactional and transitional factors

Onboarding and implementation

Satisfaction and success

Up-sell, cross-sell

Loyalty and evangelism

It can be easy to focus on 
business objectives when 
planning a content strategy, 
but omnichannel marketing 
requires you to start first with the 
customer and work backwards. 
Once you have considered the 
customer’s objectives, you can 
align them with the sales funnel 
and begin mapping your customer 
journey. Consider using the 
expanded funnel to further 
examine the interactions that 
occur post-purchase.

Transformation to digital

41

New digital marketing hourglass: Customer journey stages model

Engagement

Education

Research

Evaluation

Justification

Purchase

Adoption

Retention

Expansion

Advocacy
Pre-purchase stages

Post-purchase stages
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Customer journey management

42

E-learning is enveloped by our customer 
journey management strategy and 
should follow the same best practices. 
To manage the customer journey, three key 
components are considered:
• Journey mapping: omnichannel strategies require 

you to view the internet-of-things through the lens 
of the customer. By becoming a digital empathy, you 
can consider the customer’s digital touchpoints as 
well as pain-points to help define a customer journey 
map. The mapping process can be complex; 
however, breaking journeys down into episodes can 
help focus the whiteboarding activity. The important 
thing is to walk in your customer’s shoes.

Customer 
journey 

management

Journey 
design

Journey 
optimization

Journey 
analytics

Data 
driven

Experience 
driven

Journey 
mapping

Journey 
insights

Journey 
orchestration

Engagement 
driven
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Customer journey management

43

• Journey analytics: The collection and synthesis of 
individual data-points will be critical to creating 
customized customer outreach. The LMS will do much of 
the data collection for you, but it is important to 
understand that data collected outside the LMS will also 
be required to inform your management strategy. 
Consider data resources such as Salesforce, Google 
Analytics, Marketo and other available data packages. 
Determine how and when the data will be compiled 
together and then segmented for trending information. 
Once synthesized, data can help you develop segmented 
audiences and core messages to assist customers along 
the path.

• Journey orchestration: The lack of a seamless, 
coherent experience, particularly in large enterprises, is 
driving the need for journey orchestration. Once you 
have mapped the journey and analyzed the data, you 
will serve as the maestro by using each customer’s 
entire experience to inform and personalize interactions 
that will improve customer experience and drive 
desirable outcomes. 

Customer 
journey 

management

Journey 
design

Journey 
optimization

Journey 
analytics

Data 
driven

Experience 
driven

Journey 
mapping

Journey 
insights

Journey 
orchestration

Engagement 
driven
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The customer journey is the series of interactions between a customer and a company 
that occur as the customer pursues a specific goal. The map will allow you to 
orchestrate appropriate, personalized training interactions with your customers. 
Before you get started, remember the following: 
• Customer journeys are 

– NOT linear

– NOT a marketing campaign

– NOT a single interaction (such as completing a purchase or placing a support call

– NOT a set of sequential clicks, like opening an email, clicking a link, viewing a page and submitting a form

• Customers can enter the journey at any phase
• Customers interact with BD post-purchase, include those phases in the journey
• Get granular. Details make the difference when orchestrating a customer experience

• Understand the branches of the journey, when the customer moves in and out of your purview
• Consider external influences like who else is reaching for your customer

E-learning journey map

44
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The following journey demonstrates a nonlinear flow:

E-learning journey map

45

Awareness Education Consideration Purchase Adoption Retention Expansion Advocacy

16

184

9

1

10

2

6

14

15

5 8

11

15

7

12

13 17

John Prospect’s 
behavioral activity

#1–18 = Order of behavior Size of circle – Weight of behavior Color = Journey stage associated w/ behavior

Source: https://www.pointillist.com/blog/behavioral-segmentation/; Accessed July 31, 2020

Customer behavior by journey stage last 14 days
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The following graphic captures a 
whiteboard of a customer journey. In this 
example, the nurse featured in the journey 
currently uses peripheral IV catheters (PIVCs). 
She is not particularly brand loyal, but she is 
considered the go-to person for difficult IV 
sticks. The nurse would like to increase her pay 
and have better hours; she thinks becoming a 
peripherally inserted central catheter placement 
team/vascular access team (PICC/VAT) nurse will 
be a good option. At the start of her journey, she 
would like to know more about the skills required 
to become a member of a VAT. Over a week or 
so, she uses her mobile devices to peruse the 
web for meaningful content.
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E-learning journey map
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The nurse’s path may vary from here; she may leverage her new 
skills to seek out positions, she may recognize other products and 

continue down an alternate training path. With her data collected in 
YouTube, she can now be nurtured as a lead.

Searches social media for PICC nurse community
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To build out the initial map, the marketing team emulated the actions taken in the 
first layer of the journey. 
When simulating the customer experiences, the marketing specialists realized that 
they could not make it past the first steps in the journey because of the lack of 
BD-sponsored multichannel content:
• Google search: BD nor BD PICCs were listed on the first or second page of Google 
search results when either “PICC placement” or “PICC nurse” were searched.
• LinkedIn: BD was not a featured company in the LinkedIn results. However, the 
nurse may have shared connections with a PICC nurse, so her journey may continue 
at this phase.
• PICC procedure on YouTube: BD does not currently offer a PICC placement video 
on YouTube. 
• Social media, the nurse clicks through Instagram and Facebook, but finds only two 
groups focusing on PICCs. She ends up reviewing a competitor’s content.

E-learning journey map

48
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After recognizing the limitations of the 
current content strategy, the team devised 
a journey with orchestrated interactions to 
help drive loyalty and customer 
retention over time. The orchestrated 
interactions are featured in green. The 
journey is not exhaustive as the customer 
may interact with BD content through other 
channels and touchpoints; however, when 
reviewing the journey elements in green, 
the marketing team quickly identified action 
items to improve the journey and drive the 
customer to course content.

E-learning 
journey map
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When mapping, it can be appealing to plan out numerous campaigns and plan for 
extensive outreach, but you have to remember that your customers are BD customers 
and will likely interact with BD through multiple channels and will be contacted via 
multiple business units. Collaborate with your global and regional partners to plan for 
timely release of customer correspondence and advertising and promotion activities.
Additionally, look at opportunities for segmentation of audiences to increase 
the potency of your messaging: If you have four customers who are all seeking a 
different primary benefit and you message all of them about the same benefit, then 
you’re missing the mark with 75% of your communications and wasting 75% of your 
time and budget. By understanding each customer’s behavior, as they interact with 
your brand over time, you can group customers into segments based on their desired 
benefits and personalize your marketing and training accordingly for each segment.

Don’t overburden the customer
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Content development
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This content development chapter is 
intended to serve as a hands-on and 
best practice resource for BD 
associates/teams globally that are 
responsible to assess, create, and manage 
customer accessible e-learning content, 
which, when Legal, Medical, Regulatory 
(LMR) and/or promotional review 
committee (PRC) approved, is hosted on 
our preferred learning management 
system (LMS) platform.
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Content development
Adults learn best by doing (70%), then from interpersonal interactions (20%) and 
then by formal learning (10%), so it will be important to keep these principles and 
ratios in mind when developing content for our customers. 

1. Adults have a sense of self
2. Adults have experience
3. Readiness to learn is based on life circumstances
4. Orientation to learning is more immediate
5. Motivation for learning is internally driven 

Source: https://elearningindustry.com/adult-learning-simplified-explained-manner

Content development
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Adult learning requires more than just PowerPoint and should include a combination 
of these four major types of adult learning:

1. Transformational
2. Experiential
3. Self-directed learning
4. Neuroscience

Source: https://www.shiftelearning.com/blog/adult-learning-theories-instructional-design
and https://www.edgepointlearning.com/blog/adult-learning-theory/

Content development
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Additionally, as evidenced by AllenComm, there are multiple learning domains. 
Creating content and selecting the correct modality to share the content is critical 
in ensuring the content is retained.

Content development
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Contextual 
learning through 
guided practice

Individual 
learning through 

content 
immersion

Social learning 
through 

collaborative 
interaction

Individual learning through 
content immersion

• One learner, web-based
• Self-paced experience

• Virtual and real-world 
setting

Social learning through 
collaborative interaction

• Multiple learners
• Facilitated sessions
• Shared experience
• Virtual and real-world setting

Contextual learning through guided practice

• One or multiple learners
• Real-time experience
• Real-world setting

Three learning domains
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Here are some various modalities 
to consider:
• Video
• Open interaction, via a chat/communication 

function
• Micromodules
• Podcasts
• Peer-to-peer collaboration channels
• Simulations
• Gamification
• Digital job aids
• On-the-job challenges
• Just in time/in the moment learning

56

Content 
development
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Adults need learning content to be easily accessible, but the need to consider 
sustainability of the content and learning experience is also critical. Below outlines 
when and how often to reach out to our customers regarding learning.

Content development

Pretraining Readiness Training On-the-job 
performance

Ongoing 
support access

Advancement Refresher Performance 
support
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The Learning Design Strategy aligns 
the BD business objectives and the learner 
needs. The design strategy serves as a 
blueprint for the training interventions 
necessary to drive the customer behavior 
changes required to meet business 
objectives.
The high-level strategy is an important 
part of the ASR process and allows for 
planning and budgeting for learning as a 
strategic business driver.
Refer to the Learning Design Strategy 
Document Example as an example of what 
a comprehensive design strategy entails.  
The Learning Design Strategy Document 
Example can be found HERE (Teams folder 
Chapter 4 Content Dev - Learning Design 
Strategy Document Example).

Creating the Learning Design Strategy
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The learning map is interconnected with identifying needs of the learner and will 
be used to guide the process of developing learning content.
A tool developed by the Learning team at BD is the Training Needs Assessment 
Questionnaire and can be found HERE (Teams folder Chapter 4 Content Dev - Training 
Needs Assessment Questionnaire). This tool will provide you with questions to ask 
stakeholder as training needs and gaps are being identified.

Identifying training needs
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Who is included in identifying training needs and gaps?
All those individuals that participated in the creation of the learning journey can be 
included in the needs assessment. Getting input from a cross-functional team is 
helpful to inform the needs and gaps. Internally, these team members might include 
marketing, sales representatives, regional leads, medical affairs and clinical teams.  
External team members may include payors, providers, distributors, etc.
It is important to include the voice of customer in this process. Schedule interviews 
with end users of the training as well as customer management. This leads to training 
content that delivers on the customer needs and builds their confidence in the 
program.
A review of current training offered by competitors, customers, professional 
organizations, and governmental agencies will also yield benefits in identifying 
training gaps and informing the design of future training.

Identifying training needs
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A learning journey is a designed learning experience that occurs over a period 
of time and involves a series of different learning elements and learning experiences 
involving different methods and channels. Training should be an integral part of the 
learning journey and should closely align with the goals and challenges facing the 
learner and/or organization. The journey takes place over time and consists of 
multiple formal and informal learning components and experiences.

The learning map
Learning maps can vary, but each share common elements. Those elements include:
• Identifying the audience (learners and the stakeholders)
• Identifying the learners' needs and goals
• Determining the method of content delivery and how it will be accessed by the learner
• Identifying the learning activities that occur at each touchpoint
• Identifying the challenges faced by both learning provider and learner
• Measuring the effectiveness of the learning
• Continuously updating the content and providing new content
• Provide new content to repeatedly draw the learner back 
• Identify the business objectives which will be met with training
• Identify when in the sales journey training and education for the customer 

is needed/should be delivered

What is a learning journey?
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Who is included in creation of a learning map?
It is important to include a wide range of stakeholders into the mapping process. 
This yields better educational and business outcomes. Depending on the content 
and audience, additional stakeholders may include:
• BD Training and Development Team 
• BD Marketing
• BD Sales
• BD Medical Affairs
• Hospital administration
• Healthcare providers
• GPO or IDN administrators
• Patient advocacy groups
• Professional associations

What is a learning journey?
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Promotional content differs from traditional advertising. Promotional content is what 
results from a business producing marketing content as if it is just a new form of 
advertising. If your content contains these elements, you may want to revisit your 
objectives:
• There are few customers who will stay engaged with a piece of content that does 
nothing more than sell our products and services.
• Deliver ideas, inspiration and insights first. Sell second.
• If your content marketing offers no new insights to our customers, they will assume 
our solutions don’t offer anything unique either.

To catch your customer’s attention and earn their trust, we have to share something 
they actually need, and something they can’t get anywhere else. 
”Marketingmaterial is not a suitable substitute for learning materials”
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Educational content teaches something useful and new. In order to fulfill this, 
it should contain these two key elements:
• Specific, actionable insights: When you offer valuable information that answers a customer’s 

question or proves advantageous to them, you show them that BD is knowledgeable. Actionable 
insights are always more impactful than vague observations.

• Niche, valuable information: The best content will not be found if it’s directly competing with a 
flood of other materials. The way to set your learning content apart is to find your content niche: the 
aspect of your customers’ needs that no one is addressing quite the way you can. Add value by filling 
this content need. 

Educational content provides value to target audiences in the form of something 
relevant to their clinical practice either in the moment (on demand) or at a later time, 
and promotional content promotes BD products and services.  

64
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Our IDS business has adopted the CDC Quality Standards for e-learning. 
These standards strive to ensure that e-learnings are consistent and meet the needs 
and expectations of clinicians. The Quality Standards summary can be found HERE
(Teams site: Chapter 4 Content Dev - Standards for Training Quality - Summary 1 
page). The Quality Standards checklist can be found HERE (Teams site: Chapter 4 
Content Dev - Standards for Training Quality – Checklist). Each business may need to 
consider what quality standard it is using or adopting to support content development.

1. Training needs assessment informs training development
2. Training content is accurate and relevant
3. Training includes learning objectives

4. Includes opportunities for learner engagement
5. Training is designed for usability and accessibility

6. Training evaluation informs improvement
7. Training includes opportunity for learner assessment
8. Training includes follow-up reinforcement

BD Quality Standards for e-learning
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Note: please refer to an instructional designer for the most recent trends and tools in 
adult learning. You can access the BD Instructional Design Yammer Group for 
reference or if you are working with an external vendor, be sure to do your research.

1. Modular, short and on-demand 

Customers want to learn on their own schedules, they want to review the content as many times as 
necessary, and need to quickly find the material they need to know. Keep trainings concise and easy 
to absorb by only covering one major content area in each module. 
Also, allow your customers to learn at their own pace. Every time a question pops up in their mind, 
they should have the resources easily available. 

Typical length for different types of customer-facing e-learning content are as follows. These are not 
absolute, these are simply benchmarks for you to consider:

– Product training: +/- 6 minutes
– Clinical best practice: +/- 12 minutes

Best practices in online 
customer training
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2. Train early
Do not wait for your customers to come to you with questions. Make it a priority to sign them up for 
introductory training when they initially partner with BD. Having training available to the customer 
early will produce a smooth implementation and reduce future issues/concerns. Also, develop a 
system/communication cadence to follow-up with your customers at various milestones.

3. Personalized learning pathways 
The unique experience with e-learning is that you can offer different levels of training depending on the 
sophistication and preferences of your customers. Offer different formats to meet the needs of different 
customers. For example, some may prefer self-paced training, where others may want a structured 
approach. Since not all customers are going to need all aspects of your training, avoid generic 
approaches that could offend some of your customers. Building good customer relationships depends 
on identifying differences and treating each customer according to their individual needs. 

Read more @ The Rapid Rise of Learning Pathways

Best practices in online 
customer training
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4. Embrace video
Engage your learners by creating video clips, rather than strictly text-based training. Short videos are 
easy to produce, with nothing more than the camera in your smartphone and some editing software. 
Some ideas: 

• Demos: No matter how detailed a step-by-step guide is, following it in written form is almost always 
hectic. A better way to educate your learners about using new software or a new product is by 
creating a short demo video. Apart from software, demo videos are a great way for capturing 
business or technical processes and best practices. A good way for increasing engagement (and 
making it fun) is to enlist a company employee to demonstrate how the product can be used or how 
the process can be executed. 
• If available, utilize newer and engaging technologies, such as virtual reality or augmented reality.
• Animated videos: Animated videos allow boundless opportunities for creatively exploring concepts. 

It allows the audience to interact with the course material in new ways and hence increases 
engagement.  

Read more @ 9 Ways to Use Video in Your Online Training Courses

Best practices in online 
customer training
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5. Mobilize
Customers appreciate the ability to learn whenever and wherever they want. For this reason, it is 
important that your customer training can be accessed from your customers’ personal mobile devices. 
Mobile learning is becoming an indispensable part of any customer-learning strategy. 

Understanding WHEN your learners are turning to their phones will prove extremely useful to making 
the learning experience valuable.

Dr. Conrad Gottfredson and Bob Mosher’s Five Distinct Moments of Need have best identified when 
learning is sought out. According to them, these Five Moments of Need motivate learners: 

– When they are learning an aspect for the first time (New) 
– When they want to deep-dive into a topic (More) 
– When they want to apply or remember something (Apply) 
– When they need to solve a problem or fix something that has gone wrong (Solve)
– When something changes (Change)
Read more @ Road Map to Success: Mobile Learning Essentials

Best practices in online 
customer training
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There are several examples of good e-learning that follow the Quality Standards and BD 
Brand Standards. A specific example of this is the learning path example used by the 
IDS business. 
1. IDS: Veritor Point-of-Care Testing – product training for customers

a. LMR/PRC approved for use in the US, Canada, UK

i. Flu – CLIA-waived
ii. Flu – Moderately complex
iii. Group A strep
iv. Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) CLIA-waived
v. RSV – Moderately complex
vi. COVID-19

b. Access info:
URL: https://bd.elmg.net/ (hosted on to-be-phased-out Talentsoft LMS)
• User ID: SMTeam
• Password: SMTeam
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As a best practice, the learning model of choice for BD is the ADDIE Model in which 
multiple roles work closely together in the creation of e-learning training content.  
It is STRONGLY recommended to align with your BU country/regional/global 
colleagues to identify synergies and priorities. As an example, see the template Project 
Charter and Plan, which can be found HERE (Teams folder: Chapter 4 Content Dev -
Template - Project Charter and Plan for eLearning).
The roles are described here, some of which are shown HERE in a diagram (Teams 
folder: Chapter 4 Content Dev – Image - Aligning New Skills and Roles to a Learning 
Framework). This does not necessarily mean that headcount is needed, rather that the 
roles need to be filled by team members and/or colleagues. Some of the roles, namely 
ID and LMS CD, will likely be filled by an external partner.
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Aligning skills and roles to a 
learning framework
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• Content Core Team: Content development can run on a parallel path to the LMS implementation 
as the project management team does not need to utilize the same individuals. 

• Course Owner: Course owners are typically sourced from training or marketing departments as 
it's likely these individuals are closely aligned with business objectives and are aware of the 
training gaps existing in the marketplace. The course owner is responsible for completing content 
audits and assessing the competitive landscape for training. The course owner can workshop with 
cross-functional team members to assess training gaps and identify the learner’s journey relative 
to the sales funnel and customer experience funnel. 

• Project Manager: Course development is multifaceted and requires a high level of coordination 
and support. Designating a single point of contact to coordinate with vendors and cross-functional 
team members will help to optimize the workflow.
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• Legal, Medical, Regulatory (LMR) Approval Coordinator: LMS content is subject to LMR review 
(using the Veeva Vault system in some businesses/regions). Assigning an individual team member 
to oversee content reviews and track support documentation for the training content will result in 
contracted timelines and ensures consistency in the review process.  

• LMR Reviewers: LMR must be included in the planning and development of content. The suggested 
cadence for each review milestone is as follows. Reference section on LMR/PRC reviews and 
approvals section below.

– Review of training plan
– Review of proposed scripts
– Review of shot list
– Review of finished video assets and course modules
– Review of all click interactions after course has been loaded in sandbox
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• Marcomm Specialist: LMS content is subject to BD Brand Standards. Engaging a member of your 
Marcomm team will help you align your content with BD best practices for content delivery.

• Subject Matter Expert (SME) Leader: If your content requires input from multiple platforms or 
covers multiple products, consider adding an SME leader to your core team. This individual can 
aggregate feedback from various experts to incorporate into the training. 

• SMEs: Content development relies heavily on expert feedback to guide and shape the training 
delivery. Experts from your clinical, marketing, and sales teams can be utilized when assessing 
training needs and content gaps. They can work with the instructional design team to author content, 
review draft content and pressure test the efficacy of proposed learning activities. Consider leveraging 
more than one content expert in your development process as diverse viewpoints will likely increase 
the richness of your training experience. Additionally, SMEs can serve to recruit peers for peer reviews 
and focus groups. Depending on the training modality, an SME may also serve as a course instructor. 
An SME that is often overlooked but worth considering is the search engine optimization (SEO) SME; 
this individual can help with identifying keywords and phrases that will help drive up your content’s 
visibility—if you don’t have access to an SEO SME, be sure to include the need for SEO in your scoping 
documents when working with e-learning vendors.
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• Instructional Design/Media Team: Resources for instructional design are scarce within BD. 
Most business units elect to outsource the following roles:

– Creative Assets Project Manager: This project manager is typically supplied by the outside 
vendor to develop schedules for creative asset development. E-learning experiences utilize 
multimedia training interactions, which can be complex to produce and involve multiple 
stakeholders from the creative department, such as graphic designers, animators, video 
production teams (videographers, video editors, directors, actors, voice talent), and copywriters. 
The project manager coordinates with all the stakeholders to drive schedule adherence and 
collaborates with the regional project manager to produce the deliverables. (The core team 
project manager will be responsible for sourcing the products and equipment to be showcased in 
the creative assets.)

– Instructional Designers*: Instructional designers are paramount in the process of learning. 
They are tasked with redesigning courses, developing entire courses or curriculums, and creating 
training materials, such as teaching manuals and student guides. This individual will be the 
lynchpin for binding the internal core team and the external development team, as he/she is the 
architect of the training experience.
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– LMS Content Developer*: The content developer has specific skills (SCORM†) to transform 
ID-designed content into learning content that is accessed through an LMS. These are scarce 
resources in BD. 

*Although there are some ID and CD resources available within BD, these specialized roles are typically filled by a content 
development external partner.
†SCORM stands for “Sharable Content Object Reference Model”, and defines a specific way of constructing a LMS and 
training content.

Note that there are additional roles and skills needed to manage and support the LMS (LMS Admin, Support, etc.) which 
are covered in the "LMS Regional Implementation Readiness" chapter.

A typical e-learning process showing deliverables, verifiable outcomes and skills for each 
step of the process, as well as the roles and where the roles are active during the 
process are shown HERE (Teams folder: Chapter 4 Content Dev - Image - Aligning New 
Skills and Roles to a Learning Framework).
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If you determine that you will utilize an external partner for content development 
and instructional design, there is a template RFP available for you to use and modify 
as needed. The template RFP can be found HERE (Teams folder: Chapter 4 Content Dev -
Template - RFP for external partner elearning).
An initial and growing list of potential external and internal partners can be found HERE
and HERE (Teams folder: Chapter 4 Content Dev - List of External and Internal Partners).
A template scorecard to help you assess potential CD/ID external partners can be found 
HERE (Teams folder:  Chap 4 Content Dev - Template - Scorecard External Partners).
Background and insights into key requirements that are in the RFP template are detailed 
in the table on the next page.
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Table: Key requirements (additional notes/context follow the table)
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Category Requirement What is it Why Acceptable alternatives

Content 
authoring 
software

Articulate Rise
https://articulate.com/360/rise

Articulate Storyline
https://articulate.com/360/storyline

These are off-the-shelf, 
cloud-based software that the 
external partner will use to 
create the e-learning after the 
storyboard has been finalized.

BD wants to standardize on 
software to make it easier 
to edit the e-learning in the 
future using in-house 
resources.

Other industry standard, 
nonproprietary software.

Content export 
formats

• SCORM 2.1 and 2004
• AICC
• xAPI (Tin Can)
• Standard web (disconnected from LMS 

communication, akin to a website)
• PDF

These are technical formats that 
the content authoring software 
will save the e-learning in.

None None

Internet 
browser 
responsive both 
on a PC and on 
a mobile device 
(phone and 
tablet)

• PC: Chrome
• PC: Internet Explorer (IE)
• Apple iOS: Chrome & IE
• Google Android: Chrome & IE

Allows learners to access the 
e-learning content using a 
standard browser and the 
content automatically sizes 
using device-appropriate aspect 
ratios (i.e., buttons, etc. look 
‘to scale’).

Consistent and quality CX if 
the learner is unable to use 
or access the BD mobile 
app (iOS or Android app) 
for e-learning.

None

Other • Video format: 720P H264 mp4 Technical formats for any video 
content.

BD standard None
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Additional notes/context to the key requirements table:
• There are many different technology options available for content authoring. 
Custom HTML5 solutions can accomplish all defined needs. However, there are 
downsides to that solution because it would be a proprietary system and require 
higher-skilled developers to perform much of the work, and therefore increase the 
pricing. In addition, BD would be limiting its choices in the future as to who could 
work on the project should you need additional support or need to bring some of 
the work in-house. 
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• Alternatively, an off-the-shelf software could be utilized. Some software claims to be 
responsive, when in reality they have mobile players and scalable content; meaning it 
will work on a phone, but the content scales down as the screen gets smaller so text 
and visuals become difficult to read. 
–This is why Articulate Rise and/or Storyline is required as the optimal content authoring 
software.
–Articulate Rise and/or Storyline can produce truly responsive e-learning across multiple 
platforms. Rise’s/Storyline’s online authoring environment allows the external partner to build, 
test and review within a single environment, streamlining the production and review processes 
while speeding delivery and reducing translation costs. 

– In addition, once authored, an Articulate Rise/Storyline course can be exported into the “content 
export formats,” one of which no doubt will work for each of your varied global audiences.
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Development of the learning map and conducting needs assessments can be a 
time-consuming process and this should be accounted for in marketing plans and 
especially in new product launches. This process can be done internally or with the 
assistance of an external partner.  
Timelines for creation of learning content can vary depending on the type of medium 
being created and the size of the course work. Simple projects may take three months 
while more complex learning can extend beyond that to plan and create.
Important activities to plan for include:
• Creating the learning map
• Conducting needs assessment
• Learning strategy design
• Learning content development
• Internal LMR review
• Content testing

Budgeting and timelines
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You can utilize a mix of internal and external resources to staff your e-learning project. The mix is 
dependent on the scope of the project and the resources currently available within your organization.  
Below are the outlined rates for the required resources:

Budgeting and timelines
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Average hourly rate (contract) USD Average hourly rate  (BD associate)

Content Development Core Team
Course Owner Recommend utilizing internal BD representative from marketing or training department
Project Manager 100.00 Dependent on job group
Veeva Coordinator BD internal only
LMR Reviewers BD internal only
SME Leader BD internal only

Subject Matter Expert (SME) Team
Nurse 130.00 Dependent on job group
Physician 300.00 Dependent on job group
Pharmacy 200.00 Dependent on job group
Nonclinical 100.00 Dependent on job group
Instructor Instructor costs vary depending on the subject matter (consider SME rates). Dynamic voice talent for narration is approximately 125.00 per hour.
Peer Reviewer Recommend stipend for BD employees to review “after hours” of approximately 30.00 per hour.

Focus group
Moderator 750.00 NA
Respondent (nonclinician) 50.00 NA
Respondent (nurse) 100.00 NA
Respondent (physician) 200.00 NA

Instructional Design Team
Project Manager 60.00 Dependent on job group
Graphic Designer 45.00 Dependent on job group
Videographer filming 200.00 Dependent on job group
Videographer editing 100.00 Dependent on job group
Animator 130.00 Dependent on job group
LMS Content Developer 130.00 Dependent on job group
Instructional Designer 90.00 Dependent on job group

Regional Technical Specialists
System Administrator 80.00 Dependent on job group
QA Specialist 50.00 Dependent on job group
Content Manager 58.00 Dependent on job group
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Online course design and development costs and timeframes can vary significantly, 
though research indicates that 1 hour of online learning content takes 100–160 hours to 
produce. It should be noted that medical training is considered specialized and will likely 
result in an additional 40 hours of SME time to ensure the training is compliant with 
clinical practice standards.

The following tables represent TYPICAL resource hours needed to create 1 hour of 
e-learning training.

Budgeting and timelines
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Phase name Specialists involved Time HRS

Course owner aligns on 
strategic objectives and 
training objectives, 
completes competitive 
analysis, generates 
customer journey map 

Course Owner 30

Project Manager 5

Executive Sponsor 2

SME Leader 2

Marcomm Specialist 2

LMR Reviewer 2

Phase name Specialists involved Time 
HRS

Consultations with SME 
and instructor on 
content creation

SME 15

Instructor 10

Project Manager 5

Instructional Designer 15

Designing visual 
content for training

Instructor 20

Instructional Designer 25

Graphic Designer 50

Designing tasks, 
quizzes and tests

Instructor 8

Instructional Designer 8
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Budgeting and timelines
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Phase name Specialists involved Time HRS

Writing course notes and content outline SME 20
Instructional Designer 20
Owner 5

Design document development SME 10
Instructional Designer 25
Project Manager 5
Owner 3

Scripting SME 8
Instructional Designer 16

LMR review of scripts Project Manager 15
LMR Team 12
SME 10
Veeva Coordinator 5

Storyboarding for film day Graphic Designer 20
Video Editor 20
Project Manager 20
SME 20
Peer Review 8

Shooting the video Instructor 5
Video Operator 8
Project Manager 15
SME 15

Editing the video Video Editor 40

Video QC SME 20
Peer Review 8
Video Editor 3

Optional LMR video review Project Manager 5
LMR Team 12
Peer Review 8

Packaging for SCORM, activity authoring LMS Developer 12
Instructional Designer 5

Phase name Specialists involved Time HRS

LMS prep System Administrator 2

Course upload Content Manager 3

QA process Content Manager 20

Project Manager 30

SME 10

Course Owner 5

LMS Developer 3

Final LMR review Project Manager 15

LMR Team 12

Veeva Coordinator 10

Final production files 
released from 
sandbox/published

LMS Developer 2

Content Manager 2
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Budget considerations:
• Consider the assets available to create the training. If you have a healthy repository of 
training materials, the instructional designer can leverage the existing content to help 
build out the course and course outline. If assets are available, this can trim 
instructional design costs by 30%. 
• Consider the number of learning objectives you are trying to address in your training. 
When developing e-learning courses, various topics are “chunked.” Chunking works by 
presenting a large amount of content in small modules to make the information easier 
to read, process and remember. Chunking is helpful to the learner but requires the 
instructional designer and LMS content developer to create more interactive learning 
material, which will in turn increase the demand for resources.  

Budgeting and timelines
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Budget considerations:
• Consider the learner’s seat time (the amount of time learners will spend in the 
e-learning environment to meet the training objectives). As seat time increases, 
the complexity of the e-learning instruction and content development also increases. 
To drive engagement, courses with lengthy seat times will need to leverage 
microlearning activities (bite-sized training assets offering just the right amount of 
information to help a learner achieve a specific, actionable objective) but, in turn, 
will require more resourcing.
• Consider the learning modality and the media being used to deliver the training.  
SCORM modules can be developed with video and motion graphics. They can leverage 
a static PowerPoint with interactive quizzing, or can leverage webinars. As a training 
experience increases in media richness, more resources will be required to develop the 
training assets.

Budgeting and timelines
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After considering your resource needs, training goals and budget, you will ultimately 
need to make the decision to staff your training project using internal, external or a 
combination of resources. There are three models available to you when making 
decisions about resourcing: 
• Dedicated internal training team: MMS currently has an internal team staffed with 
instructional designers, SMEs, project managers and software developers. As a 
business unit, they have made a substantial investment into developing a dedicated 
training team. This model works best when FTEs with specialized experience in 
e-learning can be hired into your organization.
• Hybrid team: MDS (specifically the Vascular Access Devices business group) and IDS 
are currently using a hybrid approach to develop their training. They leverage internal 
SMEs, project owners, content managers and project managers, but rely on an 
external partner for instructional design and content development. MDS does not have 
an exclusive training department. Instead, they have chosen to resource-share and 
dedicate FTEs in partiality to each training project. This model has some limitations as 
schedule slip can occur frequently due to the need to resource share 
and prioritize projects that do not involve e-learning.

E-learning project models to consider
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• Exclusively external team: Outsourcing an entire e-learning project is possible, 
but not recommended, with course ownership typically retained by a BD marketer or 
other internal stakeholder at BD. The external model creates challenges when 
identifying SMEs. External SMEs may have differing perspectives that may compete 
with your training goals. Additionally, outsourcing every role will likely be a 
budget buster.

Maximizing the procurement strategy to optimize our purchasing power
It is important for BD to leverage economies of scale and volumes when considering 
potential external partners. Therefore, it is critical that you coordinate with business 
units, business groups, countries, regions, global colleagues, etc. in order to achieve 
the best pricing for BD from the external partner while ensuring maximum value for BD.

E-learning project models to consider
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LMR/PRC reviews and approvals
It is highly recommended that storyboards and scripts that are developed using external 
partners and internal (BD) resources are conditionally approved by your LMR/PRC 
process BEFORE the external partner begins the process of using the e-learning software 
to create the e-learning. If you do not obtain conditional approvals, you run the risk of 
not receiving approval of the final e-learning, and will therefore have wasted time, 
money and resources.

All LMR/PRC approvals must be received via your existing LMR/PRC processes that are 
in place in your business, and/or region, and/or country. If there are any doubts about 
process, etc., engage your LMR/PRC team in advance and get clarity and alignment. 

Language translations
Translations, as/if needed, are the responsibility of the business, and/or region, 
and/or country.
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Consider where e-learning fits into your overall content strategy. An LMS is a channel 
for delivering training content and should nestle into your omnichannel strategy. Prior to 
implementation, review your marketing plan, ASR decks, and GOST frameworks to 
ensure that your training objectives and business objectives are aligned. For additional 
details on planning your content strategy, refer to the "Content strategy” chapter.

Getting you ready for success: prerequisites for a successful launch 
This template (HERE) (Teams folder: Chapter 5 attachments - Chap 5 Regional 
readiness - Template - Regional readiness checklist) can help kick off your 
country/regional project of introducing an e-learning platform to deliver customer 
training and education in a more effective and efficient way, enhancing the 
customer experience.
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A successful activation of the e-learning platform will involve a strong 
cross-functional collaboration and alignment between all commercial stakeholders within 
the BD organization, incorporating the right market trends and customer expectations.  
• It will be critical to consider and identify all relevant BD teams/associates that will 

support you in the successful implementation of the learning platform. The following 
graphic identifies the key roles needed for developing an effective training program.  
Content audits of existing content and/or new content development (See "Content 
audit" and "Content development" sections of this playbook) should be completed in 
parallel with Regional Implementation Readiness Assessment. 
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LMS Implementation

• Executive Sponsor

•Project Management 
Team 
Regional Team Lead 
Project Manager

• LMS Provider Team 
Account Manager 
Project Manager 
Software Developers

•BD Technical Specialists 
LMS Platform Owner

•Regional Technical 
Specialists
System Administrator
QA Specialist
Content Manager
Customer Support 
Specialist(s)

Roles for success:

Content Promotion

• Executive Sponsor

•Core Team
Course Owner
Project Manager
Veeva Coordinator
LMR Reviewers
Marcomm Specialist
SME Leader

•Agency or In-house 
Design
Account Manager 
Project Manager
Creative Developers

•Campaign Deployment
Marcomm Specialist
Digital Team

Sustaining and 
Customer Support

• Executive Sponsor

•Regional Sustaining 
Team
Course Owner
System Administrator
Content Manager
Customer Support 
Specialist

•BD Technical Specialist
LMS Platform Owner
IT Support

Content Development

• Executive Sponsor

•Core Team
Course Owner
Project Manager
Veeva Coordinator
LMR Reviewers
Marcomm Specialist
SME Leader

•Subject Matter 
Experts Team
Clinical
Market
Field
Instructor
SEO

• Instructional 
Design/Media Team
Project Manager
Creative
Instructional Designer
LMS Content 
Developer

•Regional Technical 
Specialists
System Administrator
Content Manager
QA Specialist
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• Key roles that will support activation and ongoing management of the learning 
platform are the Regional BU Administrator and Regional Platform Owners. Explore the 
possibility of identifying this resource before setting up the platform. See HERE for job 
description (Teams folder: Chapter 5 attachments: Chap 5 Regional readiness - LMS 
Admin - Job Description).  
• Establish a customer support team and assign responsibilities around who will be 
answering customer queries and understand the triage model for ticket resolution. 
Consider developing a customer service model for the LMS platform to enhance 
customer experience. See "Support model” section of this playbook.
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A recommended implementation 
plan that will assist you to engage 
with cross-functional teams while 
achieving all necessary milestones 
before executing the e-learning 
platform is included HERE
(Teams folder – Chapter 5 
attachments - Implementation Plan 
draft). This step-by-step guide will 
allow you to achieve all the necessary 
milestones to be able to deliver 
the best customer experience.
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Internal communications/training
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This chapter includes information on outlining the best practices for engaging all 
your internal teams; driving engagement, retention and business outcomes through 
improved two-way communication.

Change management
The document linked HERE (Teams folder – Chapter 6 attachments – Change 
management – internal stakeholders) highlights the key internal stakeholder beliefs 
regarding training and education, and how it is expected to be a key enabler for each 
of their goals and objectives. The document captures the desired outcomes for each of 
the internal stakeholders from a training and education solution standpoint and can 
help guide you in aligning your entire BD organization to deliver best-in-class 
customer experience.

Internal communications/training
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The summary document available HERE (Teams folder – Chapter 6 attachments – Key 
internal stakeholders for LMS) begins with a brief review of what a learning 
management system is and how it has transformed the customer training experience 
versus traditional web portals. The document identifies key internal stakeholders along 
with a description of LMS roles and responsibilities and “what’s in it for me.”  

LMS discussions should be incorporated into the BD Way of Marketing and BD Way of 
Sales. Our e-learning platform is a key enabler in addressing many of the activities for 
both marketing and sales.

Key internal stakeholders
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The summary document on the next slide provides an example of a Gantt chart 
highlighting some relevant deliverables and timelines through a structured internal 
training plan. The internal training plan is focused on the key stakeholders outlined 
earlier (marketing, sales, clinical, administrator). 
This plan is built into 3 phases and trainers will need to be identified by the 
BU/country/region. We have structured the phases to follow the trainer model to ensure 
sustainability within the BU/country/region.

BD training plan for the LMS platform

99
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BU or region will need to identify internal trainers. If unable to accommodate a 
TTT model, follow Phase 1.

Internal training – illustrative purpose

100

Planning for internal training can 
take up to 2 months to execute 
depending on available resources.

Consider using activities such as 
these in your training session which 
will be conducted via MS Teams or 
self learning:

• Lecture/Didactic
• Demonstrations 
• Discussions
• Role play (customer and BD)

Recommended attendees:

Phase I: Identified trainers
Phase II: Marketers, sales and clinical teams
Phase III: Launch
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Admin training is provided online using the LMS system (Litmos) 
admin courses.

LMS admin training

101
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• Mastering the Account Owner Dashboard
• Mastering the Administrator Dashboard
• Master the Learner Dashboard
• The People Tab and Admin features
• The Content Tab and Admin features
• How to: Use the Upload, Create and 
Browse Course Building Functions
• Account: Teams
• Accounts: Billing

102

Litmos Dojo 
White belt training
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• How to: Build a Course – the First Steps
• How to: Create a Survey
• How to: Create an Assessment
• How to: Use the Live Session and ILT Tools
• How to Use the Page of Info, Checklist, Embed Content, 

Web Link, and Learner Upload Tools
• How to: Manage General Course Settings
• How to: Manage People Settings From Within a Course
• How to: Manage Teams Within a Course
• How to: Create and Manage a Learning Path
• How to: Create and Manage Litmos Boosts
• How to: Use Course Noticeboards and Manage 

Reference Materials
• How to: Use the Video Assessment Tool
• The REPORTS Tab and Running Reports
• The TEAMS Tab and Admin Functions
• Account: Profile

103

Litmos Dojo 
Green belt training
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• Account: Brands
• Account: Ecommerce
• Account: Categories
• Account: Data Security
• Account: Email
• Account: Messages & Settings
• Account: Theme
• Account: Litmos Standard Features
• Account: Litmos Premium Features and Add-Ons
• Social Media Integrations with Litmos

104

Litmos Dojo 
Black belt training
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This section provides guidance and best practices for adapting and localizing 
our omnichannel communications campaign elements across regions/countries 
and businesses.

Aligning the communications and business objectives will also help reinforce the 
importance and relevance of communications and thereby make a convincing case for 
the proper resourcing of communications activity within the organization.

The communications plan should establish the following: environment; audience (role, 
segments, geographies); communication objectives; strategies and tactics; positioning 
and message; tone and style vs competition; calendar/timing; budget; measurement; 
and risk assessment. Additional details are available HERE (Team folder – Chapter 6 
attachments – Internal Communications Strategy Plan).

Internal communications 
strategy and plan

105

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/file/048F29B0-6D67-4CA2-8224-6D0D482EE218?tenantId=94c3e67c-9e2d-4800-a6b7-635d97882165&fileType=pptx&objectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fbd1.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAcceleratingDigitalTransformation%2FShared%20Documents%2FCustomer%20Training%2FPlaybook%2FChapter%206%20attachments%2FInternal%20communications%20strategy%20%26%20plan.pptx&baseUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fbd1.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAcceleratingDigitalTransformation&serviceName=teams&threadId=19:9bf98edda97840d5a1cde11a43b84128@thread.tacv2&groupId=00a17e5d-1f98-45d6-9b99-729b0b68124a
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Promotions/External 
customer communication
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This chapter includes information on best practices for developing an integrated 
communications plan for launching the BD LMS to end-users and other external stakeholders, 
leveraging the BD Way of Marketing tools and resources. An integrated comms plan ensures 
strategic, collaborative messaging for your target audience(s) to maximize the impact and 
value BD brings to the customer. Included in this section are suggested topics to consider 
when developing your comms strategies and tools to utilize.

Change management – how to change customer behavior
The included summary document HERE (Teams folder – Chapter 7 Attachments - Change 
Management - Customer stakeholders.pptx) highlights the key customer stakeholder beliefs 
regarding training and education and how it is expected to change over the next several 
months with the transformation of the entire healthcare landscape. We have also captured the 
desired outcomes for each of the customer stakeholders for a training and education solution. 
This document will provide guidance in addressing all the unmet needs of your customers to 
deliver a best-in-class customer experience.

107

Promotions/External 
customer communication

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/file/BE78F0A8-6A42-428D-AD62-FD590DF041E2?tenantId=94c3e67c-9e2d-4800-a6b7-635d97882165&fileType=pptx&objectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fbd1.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAcceleratingDigitalTransformation%2FShared%20Documents%2FCustomer%20Training%2FPlaybook%2FChapter%207%20attachments%2FChange%20management-customer%20stakeholders.pptx&baseUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fbd1.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAcceleratingDigitalTransformation&serviceName=teams&threadId=19:9bf98edda97840d5a1cde11a43b84128@thread.tacv2&groupId=00a17e5d-1f98-45d6-9b99-729b0b68124a
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A summary of the target customer stakeholders HERE (Teams folder - Chapter 7 
Attachments - Customer stakeholder RACI.pptx) that would be critical to engage with 
along with their associated roles and responsibilities as it relates to the e-learning 
platform. Also included is a recommended timeline for when BD should engage with 
each of the stakeholders during the entire sales cycle. The document also provides 
guidance to the internal team on how to successfully drive content promotion through 
internal stakeholder engagement

108

Key target audiences and their 
associated proposed RACI 

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/file/A0F76898-FB21-4632-8F0D-4804F02401B8?tenantId=94c3e67c-9e2d-4800-a6b7-635d97882165&fileType=pptx&objectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fbd1.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAcceleratingDigitalTransformation%2FShared%20Documents%2FCustomer%20Training%2FPlaybook%2FChapter%207%20attachments%2FCustomer%20stakeholder%20RACI.pptx&baseUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fbd1.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAcceleratingDigitalTransformation&serviceName=teams&threadId=19:9bf98edda97840d5a1cde11a43b84128@thread.tacv2&groupId=00a17e5d-1f98-45d6-9b99-729b0b68124a
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Creating an external promotional 
communications plan
1. What is the marketing communications objective?
2. What are the Marcomm strategies and tactics? (link to the document HERE)

3. Link to best practices for new communications planning document HERE
4. Budgeting and resources - the budget and resources to support this will come from the global 

business unit or product platform. Global Marcomm team members can help provide estimates for a 
recommended budget based on scope of work. 

5. BD Way of Marketing templates and tools to create regional comms plan

a. See included comms plan tools HERE (Team folder – Chapter 7 attachments) 
b. Regional BDWOM template link (live link to BDWOM templates on Sharepoint site)

i.Slide #s:
• 21 – Value Offer
• 24 – Positioning
• 30 – Stakeholder Mapping
• 31 – Stakeholder Engagement
• 33 – Go to Market Strategy

• 34 – Channel Strategy
• 36 – Comms GOST
• 55 – Customer Retention and Development Planning
• 56 – Customer Segment Comms Strategy

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/file/F1684648-1626-465B-AB30-6A53C489FD0A?tenantId=94c3e67c-9e2d-4800-a6b7-635d97882165&fileType=pptx&objectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fbd1.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAcceleratingDigitalTransformation%2FShared%20Documents%2FCustomer%20Training%2FPlaybook%2FChapter%207%20attachments%2F4%20b%20External%20communications%20strategy%20%26%20plan.pptx&baseUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fbd1.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAcceleratingDigitalTransformation&serviceName=teams&threadId=19:9bf98edda97840d5a1cde11a43b84128@thread.tacv2&groupId=00a17e5d-1f98-45d6-9b99-729b0b68124a
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/file/EEDECDB2-F09E-4B1F-BB51-F8B1C1091E0E?tenantId=94c3e67c-9e2d-4800-a6b7-635d97882165&fileType=pptx&objectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fbd1.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAcceleratingDigitalTransformation%2FShared%20Documents%2FCustomer%20Training%2FPlaybook%2FChapter%207%20attachments%2FMarCom%20External%20Promotion%20Ideas.pptx&baseUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fbd1.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAcceleratingDigitalTransformation&serviceName=teams&threadId=19:9bf98edda97840d5a1cde11a43b84128@thread.tacv2&groupId=00a17e5d-1f98-45d6-9b99-729b0b68124a
https://teams.microsoft.com/_
https://collaborate.bdx.com/sites/mss/gmph/_layouts/PowerPoint.aspx?PowerPointView=ReadingView&PresentationId=/sites/mss/gmph/Tools%20and%20Templates/MARKETING%20PLAN%20TEMPLATES/Regional%20Marketing%20Plan%20Template/Regional%20Marketing%20Plan%20Template%20Nov%202018v12.pptx&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcollaborate%2Ebdx%2Ecom%2Fsites%2Fmss%2Fgmph%2FTools%2520and%2520Templates%2FForms%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fmss%252Fgmph%252FTools%2520and%2520Templates%252FMARKETING%2520PLAN%2520TEMPLATES%252FRegional%2520Marketing%2520Plan%2520Template&DefaultItemOpen=1
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1. Key messaging – See linked document HERE (Teams folder - Chapter 7 Attachments -
Creating and Communicating Value Messages.pptx) 

2. Presentation and demo script for sales/clinical to promote LMS to customers 

3. Demo video on the BD LMS: How to take a customer through the LMS, work aide 
(visual and didactic) 

4. Digital promotion (i.e., campaigns including email blast, banner ads, flyer leave 
behind, dynamic copy content) that can be utilized on website or included in 
product/solution materials as part of the BD total value offer

Tools for consideration
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https://teams.microsoft.com/l/file/250D1073-2DD8-4758-833F-12AA50F72BD7?tenantId=94c3e67c-9e2d-4800-a6b7-635d97882165&fileType=pptx&objectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fbd1.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAcceleratingDigitalTransformation%2FShared%20Documents%2FCustomer%20Training%2FPlaybook%2FChapter%207%20attachments%2FCreating%20and%20Communicating%20Value%20Messages%20-%201-26_b160.pptx&baseUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fbd1.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAcceleratingDigitalTransformation&serviceName=teams&threadId=19:9bf98edda97840d5a1cde11a43b84128@thread.tacv2&groupId=00a17e5d-1f98-45d6-9b99-729b0b68124a
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5. Guide to who gets LMS and virtual training versus in-person in-servicing

a. Recommendation: Develop guidance for virtual training via the LMS versus in-person 
in-servicing. Consider account size, revenue and logistical factors, such as physical location of 
the account, availability of sales or clinical support. There may be justification for a combination 
of both in-person and virtual in-servicing. Each account should be carefully considered, and an 
appropriate solution should be proposed. An example may be:

Tools for consideration

111

Account size Annual revenue Location Sales/Clinical available LMS In-person

<100 beds <$250,000 Major city/Rural Yes/No Yes No

>100 beds $250 – $500K Major city Yes Yes Yes

>100 beds <$250,000 Rural No Yes No

>100 beds $250 – $500K Rural No Yes Yes
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Success measures
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Success measures

113

Content quality and 
attractiveness

This chapter describes different types and measures of short- and long-term 
success that can be evaluated after LMS implementation.

Ease of use

Learner satisfaction LMS use Product use
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Many LMS systems have built-in reporting tools. Some reports can be customized. 
Measures available depend on each LMS. Some measures are more focused on internal 
training and some are more relevant to what is called “extended enterprise training,” 
which means training is offered to external users like customers and partners.

Typical LMS reports available in LMS are:
• Users

– Learning plan 
– Learning history
– Self-registration/Withdraw
– Curriculum status
– Program status
– Completion rate
– Exam performance

Measures post-implementation
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• Learning
– Item requests
– Survey responses
– Quiz results analysis

• Commerce
– Number of transactions

Measures post-implementation

115

• Usage data
– Total users
– Total active/inactive users
– Total user logins
– Average daily user logins
– Total admin logins
– Average daily admin logins
– Content
– Number of views
– Number of completions
– User feedback/rating
– Average view time
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The purpose of all those metrics is to show if customers are adopting the LMS. 
Some measures are more relevant after 6 months; indeed, it can take several months 
before customers become familiar with the LMS. The success depends largely on the 
content, which must be useful, relevant and attractive.

Customers

116

First 6 months

•New user accounts/month

•Total active users

•Registration activity

•Completion rate

•Total items completions

After 6 months

Focus on adoption rate

•# revisits/user; average unique daily user logins

•User satisfaction rate

•# new learning items requests

•Average item completion per user

•Community activity (if there is one in the LMS)

•Training revenue

•Most popular courses
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All the following metrics should be filtered to get a better granularity. Reports can be 
scheduled and sent by email to the administrator and/or main stakeholders on a regular 
basis: every day, week, month.

Some example of filters include:
• Business
• Region
• Country 
• Product line
• Account
• # user accounts
• # new user accounts per month
• # users/user profile (e.g., ED physician registration) (depends on what elements of 

user profile we ask to populate by region)

Customers
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Some example of filters include:
• # users with no activity 
• # logins

– First month by week 
– Per month
– Per quarter

• E-commerce
–# subscriptions (if any available) 
–# courses purchased

• Repeating visits: average # of logins per user
• Duration of a visit 
• Customer experience 

–Assign, after 3 months, a satisfaction survey (add example of survey in Appendix)
• How easy it is
• How useful 

• # issues reported by customer
– Request for help 
– Technical issues 
– Reset of passwords

Customers
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• # top e-learning content completed
• # top ILT completed
• Most viewed courses
• For ILT course, number of registrations per item
• Below is a guide on success metrics you can use prior to the training session, 

during the training session and after the training session.

Content

119

Pretraining During training Post-training

Number of invitations sent Number of live attendees Feedback survey response rate

Email open rate Number of poll participants versus number 
of attendees

Feedback survey results on key questions, 
such as satisfaction

Email click-through rate Number of questions/chats (if applicable) Number of CE credits issued

Email bounce rate Number of opportunities

Email unsubscribe Number of leads generated

Registration rate Number of times requests made for 
re-training

Number of customer conversions
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• # transactions
• Training revenue

Commerce

120
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It is also important to measure the success internally. 
• Admin satisfaction survey
• # issues reported by BD admin 
• # new e-learning published/quarter
• Who is using the LMS? BU? Region? Country? # login of admins 
• New product release: time to deliver training to XX customers. The LMS 

implementation should reduce the time to reach out to all customers and reduce time 
between product delivery/installation and training.

• Number of support requests about a product. LMS content can offer training to provide 
answers to common questions customers are asking. If the content is answering to the 
needs, we observe a decrease in the number of questions received at the help desk.  

BD
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Life cycle management
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Throughout this chapter, you will review considerations and tasks after you have already migrated to 
selected LMS. This chapter outlines, information for future planning to ensure the continued success 
and utilization of the system. 
Once content has been implemented in the LMS, it is critical for the business/region to auto-expire and 
remove content from the LMS based on the approval process, content expiration policies in the 
business/region, and any changes that would trigger content review/changes (e.g., changes to 
referenced industry standards, changes to product IFU/labeling, etc.).

Life cycle management

123

Content considerations

q Veeva content approval expirations

q IFU expiration/updates

q Product edits, new indications, change to technique

q Remove content that is not routinely accessed or irrelevant

q Consider customer promotion as annual/timed courses come 
up on expiration

q Cost considerations for content. How much and how often will 
you be delivering content?

q Is your content relevant enough to drive customers to come 
back and explore new content?

Utilization

q Routinely analyzing content access, frequency and duration 
of end user

q Analyze role type accessing content – consider building more 
education to support or eliminate

q What type of content is getting most hits? By whom? Why?

System

q Deactivate users who have left the account or no longer 
in role

q Communicate system updates to next level admins
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Background and phases of e-learning
An important aspect of an e-learning program is the life cycle management of the 
training. This can be divided into the following phases. This requires continuous review 
of the content and updating and tracking frequencies of accessing content. Below are 
some criteria to consider. 

• Analysis: start the life cycle of e-learning by analyzing the training needs of our 
customers. In addition, we should also analyze the following:
– Analysis of existing competencies of the group we need to train
– Generating technical requirements of the e-learning program
– Generating content requirements of the e-learning program
– Analyze what sets of information we may already have and identify gaps

Life cycle management of e-learning
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• Evaluation: One of the most critical parts of managing the life cycle of e-learning is 
getting feedback. This allows us to make sure that the training that we provide to our 
customers meets their needs. Some of the key benefits include:
– Allowing us to continuously improve our training offers
– Giving the trainees a voice
– Getting input that we may not have considered while designing the training curriculum
– Tracking usage and improvements over time
– Development of an evaluation toolkit, and evaluating the content and technical platform’s 

performance on a small scale, prior to implementation of the training program.

• Post-implementation feedback: This allows us to get post e-learning program, and 
helps us understand the reaction of the audience to training, assess content and 
technical performance of the e-learning system, and helps us determine when to retire 
and nor modify e-learning content.

Life cycle management of e-learning
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It is a best practice to identify timelines for content review based on type 
of e-learning course based on the audience and how often practice/technology 
changes. Below is a schematic example.

Life cycle management of e-learning
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Example review cycle

Quarterly Biannually Yearly

New hire

Compliance

Processes/Procedures

Tools/Technology

Products/Services
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An integral part of the educational experience, particularly within e-learning 
environments, is feedback. An effective e-learning feedback process can transform 
any e-learning content into a resounding success for everyone involved. 

Top tips for receiving e-learning feedback
1. Encourage learners to participate in surveys.

Create questions that will allow you to gauge their overall experience or pinpoint 
areas of your content that may need to be fine-tuned. Make learners aware of the 
fact that their feedback is invaluable. 

2. Ask new learners to test drive the e-learning course/module. 
Bring in new learners who haven't taken the course before and ask them to test it 
out for you. Let them know that you are open to feedback and that you want their 
honest opinion about the layout, design, content and graphics. These unbiased new 
learners will provide you with the rare opportunity to see your e-learning course with 
fresh eyes, so that you can identify weak points and remedy any issues that may 
compromise the effectiveness of your e-learning course.

Feedback
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3. Quizzes and exams provide 
invaluable insight. 
Integrate a quiz or exam at the end of each 
e-learning module. This will not only enable 
learners to assess their own progress, but it will 
offer you some great feedback. For example, 
if you discover that 50% of the learners didn't 
pass a quiz at the end of module three, then 
this may prompt you to reassess the difficulty 
level of this section, or even how you are 
delivering the key pieces of information. On the 
other hand, if only a small percentage of 
learners are having difficulty with this section, 
then you can focus on giving them the feedback 
or extra training they will need to succeed. 

Feedback
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If you'd like to learn more about how to get the constructive feedback you need to 
fine-tune online training and/or e-learning courses, the article “Improving The Training 
Resource Review Process” features tips that will allow you to get more out of the training 
resource review process, so that you can receive meaningful feedback for your 
e-learning deliverables. 

The goal should be to support your customers with content throughout the entire 
product life cycle. The only effective way to do this is by asking for feedback and 
adjusting your content development and delivery based on what they have to say.  

Feedback
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https://elearningindustry.com/improving-the-training-resource-review-process
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When should one seek feedback? 
• Assess best timing based on structure, length and content of training material. 

An example would be if it is a single webinar, you may consider sending a survey soon 
after the webinar. If your training is a multiple chapter course, consider sending a 
survey after the entire training is over.

• You can also seek feedback from a handful of customers as you are developing 
training content, if your internal approval process allows that. This type of feedback is 
intended to act as a pilot with the sole purpose of informing the content of the 
training.

• In any case, consider analyzing feedback within 30–60 days, as long as at least 25% 
of the survey respondents have provided feedback for the training.

Feedback
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Below is an example of an exit survey.

Feedback
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Questions with a rating (1–5)

q The content met the stated purpose and objectives.

q The content was clear and easily understood.

q The speaker(s) were effective and knowledgeable.

q The length of the program was appropriate.

q I am satisfied with the program content.

q I am satisfied with the quality of audio/video.

q If applicable: I plan to pursue CE credits for this program. <Yes/No>

Free text questions

q Upon completion of this program, I am able to…

q The most beneficial aspect of this program was…

q The least beneficial aspect of this program was…

q After this program, I plan to make the following changes…

q Additional comments/suggestions

What good looks like:

•Keep questions short, meaningful and 
easy to answer

•Limit yourself to 4–5 questions to 
maximize survey completions. 
For longer, more complex surveys, 
consider a follow-up email instead.

•Consider alerting attendees about the 
exit survey at the beginning of the event.
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Frequency of feedback is a function of the intent of 
the feedback. Below are different timings of 
feedback, depending on the objective.
1. Pre-event surveys are used to seek insights to 

steer content.
2. Surveys during a webinar are used to 

understand the knowledge of the audience on a 
topic. They are also used sometimes to keep the 
audience engaged during a training session.

3. Post-event surveys are sent immediately after 
a training session to get feedback, and within 3 
months to understand if practice changed as a 
result of our training (impact of training).

Feedback
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Glossary
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• Andragogy - the “art and science of helping adults learn.”
• Asynchronous learning - refers to forms of education, instruction and learning that 

do not occur in the same place or at the same time. It uses resources (i.e., an LMS) 
that facilitate information sharing outside the constraints of time and place among a 
network.

• CD (content developer) - has specific skills to transform ID designed content into 
learning content that is accessed through a learning management system (LMS) 
(i.e., e-learning).

• CX - customer experience
• E-learning - also termed “electronic learning," is the delivery of learning and 

training through digital resources. Although e-learning is based on formalized 
learning, it is provided through electronic devices, such as computers, tablets and 
even cellular phones that are connected to the internet. This makes it easy for users 
to learn anytime, anywhere, with few, if any, restrictions. Basically, e-learning is 
training, learning, or education delivered online through a computer or any other 
digital device.

Glossary
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• F2F - Face to Face
• ID (instructional designer) - specializes in structuring and designing high quality 

learning experiences for adult learners; incorporates needs assessments through 
business learning objectives through design of learning delivery; creates training 
content based on subject matter content from SMEs; and validates training meets 
Quality Standards.

• LMR - Legal, Medical, Regulatory
• LMS (learning management system) - is a software application for the 

administration, documentation, tracking, reporting, automation and delivery of 
educational courses, training programs, etc.

• PRC - promotional review committee
• RFP - request for proposal
• SCORM - “Sharable Content Object Reference Model”, defines a specific way of 

constructing LMS and e-learning training content.

Glossary
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https://scorm.com/scorm-explained/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=natural_search
https://www.learnupon.com/blog/what-is-scorm/
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• SFDC – Salesforce.com
• SME - subject matter expert
• Synchronous learning - refers to a learning event in which a group of students are 

engaging in learning at the same time. A lecture is an example of synchronous 
learning in a face-to-face environment because learners and teachers are all in the 
same place at the same time. Another example of a synchronous learning event 
would involve students watching a live web stream of a class, while simultaneously 
taking part in a discussion.

• Monthly active users (MAU) - this is the number of licensed users who access 
learning content within a given month. This is not the same as the number of 
licenses that are created for external customers.

Glossary
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https://www.salesforce.com/
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Key contacts
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• Mischa Philleo – LMS System Owner and Strategy
mischa.philleo@bd.com

• Thomas Chabra – LMS System Lead Administrator. Thomas will lead all system 
admins throughout the regions and will provide system enhancement updates and 
any changes to the system/process.
thomas_chabra@bd.com

• An initial and growing list of potential external and internal partners can be found 
HERE (Teams folder: Chapter 4 Content Dev - List of External and Internal Partners)

Key contacts
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Available languages for selected LMS

Appendix
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Culture ID Description

ar Arabic

my-MM Burmese (Myanmar)

zh-cn Chinese (Simplified)

zh-hk Chinese (Traditional)

cs-cz Czech

da Danish

nl Dutch

en-US English (United States)

fil Filipino

fi Finnish

fr-CA French (Canada)

Culture ID Description

fr-fr French (France)

de-DE German (Germany)

he Hebrew

hi Hindi

hu Hungarian

it Italian

ja Japanese

no Norwegian

pl Polish

pt Portuguese

pt-BR Portuguese (Brazil)

Culture ID Description

ro Romanian

ru Russian

sk Slovak

es-MX Spanish (Mexico)

es-ES Spanish (Spain)

sv Swedish

sw-ke Swahili

te Telugu

tr Turkish

vi Vietnamese

th Thai
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LMS-compatible formats:
Technical standards pertain to the interoperability and portability of e-learning courses 
across devices, browsers and platforms. The most commonly used technical standards 
are SCORM, WCAG, and TIN CAN API.
• SCORM stands for Sharable Content Object Reference Model. It is a technical standard developed by the 

Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative (ADL), and it defines how e-learning courses interact with LMSs to 
facilitate course tracking. SCORM compliance makes it easy to record elements, such as course completion, 
number of times a learner has accessed a course, time taken to complete the course, assessment scores and 
points.

• Tin Can API is the successor to SCORM. Tin Can API tracks and records learning experiences that occur 
anywhere, through any device. SCORM can track learning that happens only on laptops or desktops. SCORM 
cannot track mobile learning. Most LMSs are SCORM compliant. So, any mobile learning will be very difficult to 
track. Tin Can API can track most learning activities, such as mobile learning, gamified learning, offline 
learning, collaborative learning, experiential learning and simulations. This successor to SCORM can also track 
responsive learning efficiently. So, this is going to be a standard for the future.

• WCAG stands for Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, which the World Wide Web Consortium developed in 
order to make web content more accessible to people with disabilities. Many countries, including the US, have 
passed laws requiring that any material shared digitally is accessible to all.
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If you are considering creating your own content and are funded for additional headcount, below 
is a sample job description of an instructional designer is outlined below.

Appendix
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Instructional Designer

Responsible for analyzing current training, to design and develop high quality, customer-facing learning content, in the form of e-learning/mobile learning to support the initiatives as spelt out by the 
business. This individual will be responsible for engaging in the full instructional design and development, Veeva approval cycle, and will also be responsible for implementing BD Brand Standards and 
formatting throughout.

Essential duties Qualifications/Skills required

Design and develop curriculum and content for new and existing educational offerings, including 
self-paced training, and micro-learning.

Demonstrated familiarity using e-learning tools or comparable technologies: Articulate Storyline, 
Articulate 360, RISE, Adobe Creative Suite, Captivate, Adobe Illustrator, Curriculum 
Development/Design, Camtasia, experience with learning management systems

Strategic design process for enhanced learner experience Highly developed written and oral communication skills

Evaluate current curriculums and make recommendations for enhancement Proficiency in course development applications and tools

Collaborate with product owners and team members to ensure learning objectives are aligned with 
business needs

Demonstrated ability to design and execute course curriculum

Gather requirements from stakeholders, SMEs and product managers, understand business 
objectives, to recommend effective learning solutions; assess scope and timeline and prioritize 
timelines

Demonstrated ability to quickly develop learning content

Consult with SMEs and product managers to create/revise storyboards, audio, video scripts, job 
aids/infographics, scenarios online course content and learning assessments using current adult 
learning principles

Previous med device experience a plus

Align business platforms training content, with BD branding requirements

Identify and track success metrics to improve engagement and retention

Research current trends in learning technologies and apply to recommendations for learning 
enhancements
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If you are looking to identify a system admin because you currently do not have one now, 
below is a brief job description which will aide in helping to identify a candidate. If you do 
not currently have a system admin to support additional headcount, one will be required. 
To note: If you currently are utilizing an LMS that is not a selected LMS, and you will be 
migrating to a selected LMS, as you discontinue courses and communicate this to your 
customers, the customer support requests will increase. A best practice is to plan ahead 
for the influx of support required.

Appendix
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LMS Admin: essential duties Qualifications/Skills required

Manage the standards, procedures, data integrity, reporting and overall functionality of the LMS. 
This includes coordinating maintenance and upgrades; creating and running standard and ad hoc 
reports; setting up and managing offerings, monitoring enrollment and cancelling/rescheduling 
courses and participants when needed

3 or more years of LMS experience

Collaborates with, consults and advises instructional designers and other key stakeholders of the 
LMS environment to support the development and deployment of content

Experience administering and coordinating regulatory and/or compliance training

Ensure appropriate course/curricula setup and assignment based on job classification, regulatory 
and competence requirements

Knowledge of SCORM/AICC preferred

Ensure users are set up accurately Experience working with reporting systems

Create detailed, ad hoc job aids of the system as needed Knowledge of e-learning programs and output formats desired

Serves as level 1 and 2 support for how-to related issues Previous med device experience a plus
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E-learning terms and conditions of use
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Introduction

BD may license e-Learning modules to Customer subject to the terms and conditions contained in this e-Learning Terms and Conditions of 
Use Agreement (the “Agreement'). Please read this Agreement carefully. By using BD's e-Learning modules (the “Module”), you agree 
without restriction to be bound by this Agreement. If you do not agree to follow and be bound by this Agreement, you may not use or 
download the Module.

Please note that if you are an existing customer, these terms are not intended to replace or modify those contained in your customer 
agreement. In case of an inconsistency, the terms and conditions of your written agreement will prevail over those contained herein for the 
subject matter thereof. All BD products and services may also be subject to separate terms and conditions which govern their use.

BD reserves the right to update or modify this Agreement at any time without prior notice. Your use of the Module following any such change 
constitutes your agreement to follow and be bound by this Agreement as revised. For this reason, we encourage you to review this
Agreement each time you download any Module. This Agreement was last revised in August 2020.

Copyright Notice, Trademarks

No use should be made of materials in this Module, except as expressly authorized by this Agreement. All Module content, including the 
selection, arrangement and design of the Module is owned by BD and is protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws. 
Customer acknowledges and agrees that BD shall retain all right, title and interest, including intellectual property or proprietary rights, in 
and to the Module, and except as expressly set forth in the License, this Agreement does not grant to Customer any right, title or interest in 
or to the Module.

All of the trademarks, service marks and logos displayed on the Module (the “Trademark(s)”) are registered and unregistered trademarks of 
BD, its affiliates, or third parties. Nothing contained in this Module should be construed as granting, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise, 
any license or right in and to the Trademarks without the express written permission of BD or the applicable third party. Except as expressly 
provided in this Agreement, any use of the Trademarks found on the Module is strictly prohibited. Please note that the names of the 
companies and products mentioned in this Module may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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Limitation on Use and License

You may not modify, customize, transmit, sell or distribute in any way any content, in whole or in part, including any code and imbedded 
content and you agree to keep intact all copyright and other proprietary notices when you display or otherwise use the Module. Under 
this Agreement you receive a non-exclusive, non-transferable and non-sublicensable license to download and install one copy of the 
Module for use within your learning management system (LMS) solely for non-commercial use for the purposes of training healthcare 
professionals working in your facility and trained through your LMS (the “License”). Customer will adopt and implement reasonable 
measures to guard against unauthorized use of Module. You understand that the Module is available in SCORM 2004 format, using
HTML5 encoding.

You are responsible for acquiring and installing Module updates as they may be communicated by BD from time to time and for 
downloading the corresponding Module.

Disclaimer of Warranties

This module contains information that may be useful to our customers, as well as to the general public. However, BD makes no 
representations or warranties as to the accuracy of any information contained herein and expressly disclaims any obligation to update 
said information.

The module and its content are provided on an “as is,” “as available” basis, without warranties of any kind. There may be delays, 
omissions or inaccuracies in the content and the module. BD and its affiliates do not warrant the accuracy, completeness, timeliness, 
non-infringement, title, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose of the content or the module itself, and we hereby disclaim 
any such express or implied warranties. BD does not represent or warrant that the content of this module is free of viruses, worms or 
other code that may manifest contaminating or destructive properties. Because some jurisdictions do not permit the exclusion of certain 
warranties, these exclusions may not apply to you.
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Limitation of liability

Your use of the Module is at your sole risk. Under no circumstances, shall BD, its affiliates or any of their respective directors, officers, 
employees, or agents, be liable for any direct or indirect losses or damages arising out of or in connection with your use of or inability to 
use the Module or your reliance on any content. This limitation of liability applies to all losses and damages of any kind whatsoever, 
whether direct or indirect, general, special, incidental, consequential, exemplary or otherwise, including without limitation, loss of data, 
revenue or profits. This limitation of liability applies whether the alleged liability is based on contract, negligence, tort, strict liability or 
any other basis and even if an authorized representative of BD or its affiliates has been advised of or should have known of the
possibility of such damages.

Some countries do not allow the exclusion of damages or limitation of liability set forth above, so this limitation of liability may not apply 
to you. If any part of this limitation of liability is found to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, then the aggregate liability of BD 
and/or its affiliates under such circumstances shall not exceed, one hundred (100) U.S. dollars in the aggregate. If any remedy 
hereunder is determined to have failed of its essential purpose, all limitations of liability, disclaimers and exclusions of warranties and 
damages set forth in this agreement shall remain in effect.

Indemnification

In the event that any legal action is taken resulting from your use of the Module or its content, including your breach of the terms of this 
Agreement, you agree to defend, indemnify, hold harmless and pay any reasonable legal and accounting fees without limitation incurred 
by BD, its affiliates, its and their directors, officers, employees, agents, investors or licensors. BD shall provide notice to you promptly of 
any such claim, suit, or proceeding. BD shall have the right, at its option and expense, to participate in the defense and/or settlement of 
any claim or action, or to assume the exclusive defense and control of any matter otherwise subject to indemnification by you without 
relieving your indemnification obligations. In no event shall you settle any suit or claim imposing any liability or other obligations on BD 
without its prior written consent.
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Practice of medicine

The Module provided by BD is a tool to be used by Customer, its staff, employees and agents in the performance of their professional 
responsibilities and should not substitute for, and is not intended to replace, their professional skill and judgment and clinical decision 
making. Customer agrees that it is solely responsible for the care of its patients. Customer assumes all risks and liability for use of the 
content of the Module, whether such information is used alone or in combination with other information. In no event shall BD be liable 
for any damages of any kind sustained by Customer, any patient, or others for any suit or claim or demand arising from or related to 
patient care, the exercise of professional judgment and skill. As such, Customer agrees to indemnify, defend and hold BD harmless from 
any claim, investigation or determination by any regulatory body that use of the Module violates any local or federal regulations 
regarding the practice of medicine.

Effect of termination

Upon the expiration or termination for any reason of this Agreement as a whole, Customer will immediately discontinue use of and delete 
from Customer systems the Module and certify as such to BD in writing. Any continued use of the Module by Customer in violation of this 
Agreement is strictly prohibited and BD reserves all rights and remedies available under applicable law.
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General

You are responsible for obtaining and maintaining all telephone, computer hardware and other equipment needed for access to and use 
of the Module and all charges related thereto. You are responsible for installing the SCORM course and supporting the training item for 
your facility's users within your own Learning Management System.

You understand that a BD eLearning administrator may request a report up to four times per year demonstrating how often any Module 
is used in your LMS.

Any claim relating to, and the use of, the Module are governed by the laws of the State of New Jersey, United States of America. By 
using the Module, you consent to personal jurisdiction in courts located in the State of New Jersey for any action arising out of or relating 
to the Module or your use of the Module. Such courts shall have exclusive jurisdiction over all such actions. The United Nations
Convention on Contacts for the International Sale of Goods does not apply to this Agreement.

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between you and BD with respect to your access to and/or use of the Module. Any 
claims arising in connection with your use of the Module or any Content must be brought within one (1) year of the date of the event 
giving rise to such action occurred. All provisions of this Agreement pertaining to indemnification, disclaimer or warranties, limitation of 
liability and proprietary rights shall survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement for any reason. If any provision of this 
Agreement is invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions will continue in full force and effect, and the invalid or unenforceable 
provision will be deemed superseded by a valid enforceable provision that closely matches the intent of the original provision. The failure 
by us to exercise or enforce any right or provision under this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of such right or provision. All rights 
not expressly granted herein are hereby reserved.
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